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Local Maryland Business Owner Named Top 50 Cloud Accountant in North America
A local Maryland bookkeeping firm is recognized for empowering clients to thrive financially and enabling
them to leave a legacy using cloud technology.
OXON HILL, Md. - Jan. 22, 2018 - PRLog -- Sherrell T Martin, owner ofNitram Financial Solutions, was
named a Top 50 Cloud Accountant in North America for 2017 by Hubdoc. Sherrell and her team were
recognized for empowering clients to thrive financially and enabling them to leave a legacy using cloud
technology.
"Working in the cloud has helped me improve my client experiences by allowing us to make accounting
easy for them," says Sherrell T. Martin, owner of Nitram Financial Solutions. "We no longer have to send
and receive back up files or wait for clients to upload some documents. Using cloud-based applications,
such as Hubdoc, allows us to get the documents sooner and therefore work more efficiently. As a result,
clients get access to financial data sooner than they would without cloud technology. And this data is more
up to date."
At Nitram Financial Solutions, Sherrell provides outsourced cloud accounting, bookkeeping and consulting
services to small and medium-size businesses throughout the United States using Quickbooks Online.
Hubdoc, a leader in cloud technology, is SAAS company based out of Toronto, Canada. They provide
cloud-based solutions for accountants and bookkeepers so that they do not have to chase clients for
financial documents.
Sherrell T Martin is available for interviews and speaking engagements. For booking, media appearances
and more information, contact mailto:hello@nitramfinancial.com. For more information about Nitram
Financial Solutions, visit http://www.nitramfinancial.com.
For more information about Hubdoc, visit http://www.hubdoc.com/.
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